


Back in the first few days of July, and a 
week before Euro 2016 had even finished, 
Pep Guardiola caught the theme that has 

been steadily building from long before 
then and is set to influence the new 

Premier League season more than almost 
any other; probably more than the 

immense amounts of money rushing into 
the league. It is a theme, however, of course 

brought about by that money.

“Big managers take me to another level,” 
Guardiola stated in his introductory press 

conference. “They push me to achieve 
things.”

The arrival of the Catalan at City has 
certainly pushed the Premier League onto 
another level. It was the elite appointment 
that properly flagged the competition as 

the central hub for the game’s best 
coaching talent, with that only emphasised 

by Chelsea hiring Antonio Conte and 
Manchester United turning to 

Jose Mourinho. They all made this, to 
slightly alter a phrase so often used about 

the Spanish league, “the league of star 
managers”.

It is not just about the profiles, or the 
glamour of the names. It is the high-quality 

variety to their approaches and careers, 
that look set to create a series of properly 
engaging on-pitch duels and storylines, 
ramping up the intensity of competition 

further. The existing rivalry between 
Guardiola and Mourinho has already 

caused the most excitement, with all of it 

only fired to new extremes by the fact they 
are now in such close proximity in the same 

city, but they could well be blindsided by 
Conte and a resurgent Chelsea. It would be 

fitting because, with Guardiola and Mourinho 
so often portrayed as opposite sides of a 
philosophical football debate, the Italian 

sometimes seems like a third way; a different 
route. He was certainly the revelation of 

Euro 2016, with how he intensely drilled Italy 
to play sophisticated tactical football that 
seemed beyond a relatively limited squad, 
and now has the time at Chelsea - with no 

European football - to properly and 
completely instil his unique approach.

Jurgen Klopp has a similar advantage at 
Liverpool, and that could well see a quantum 

leap in his side, especially with the way his 
first season was characterised by brilliantly 
encouraging big-game performances being 
followed by disappointingly underwhelming 
low-key displays against lesser sides. There is 
still a sense the Premier League has not seen 

the complete Klopp, although a complete 
pre-season may change that.

Mauricio Pochettino came close to the type 
of feat that Klopp has become famous for, in 

defying finances to unexpectedly take a team 
to the top with suitably fast-paced football. 
Even if Tottenham Hotspur could not rise to 
first, though, it did herald the rise of one of 
the brightest young managers in the game. 
His side’s 1-1 draw with Liverpool was one of 

the games of the season last year. Arsene 
Wenger is at the other side of his career, 

almost becoming the league’s elder 
statesman, and is “obsessed” with finishing 

that career in the right way: a title.



Both north London managers had a huge 
opportunity last season - only to be out-

done by a team that outmanoeuvred 
everyone else: Leicester City. So much of 

the champions’ story obviously and 
justifiably revolved around Claudio 

Ranieri’s personal redemption, but the club 
almost put forward a different structure of 
management, with assistants Steve Walsh 

and Craig Shakespeare serving as 
something close to co-managers with 

some of the tasks they undertook.

It all meant that Leicester so momentously 
took advantage of so many other clubs 

under-performing, over-achieving 
themselves to such a historic degree. One 

of the most engaging storylines will be how 
they respond, how they perform

 as champions.

That is the wider point with all this, too. An 
unprecedented new era of coaching talent 

follows an unprecedented and unique 
achievement. All of these managers come 

into what feels a more fertile and open 
Premier League.

Their presence, however, means it is 
impossible to imagine the same 

circumstances being repeated. Even if the 
new bosses do not perform to the peak 

levels some of the hype around them would 
have people expect, they will surely make it 

a much less forgiving division.

At the same time, it is still a division diluted 
by that deeper factor: money. It is still a 
division where West Ham United have 
Slaven Bilic and Dimitri Payet, where 

Everton can build so optimistically with 
Ronald Koeman, where clubs like 

Southampton still box so cleverly in the 
market.

As such, it is still a situation where so many 
games are so competitive. That could still 

skew things, that could still distort the 
answers to so many more testing questions.

Can Guardiola possibly live up to the 
expectation, or were some of the growing 
debates about him at Bayern Munich fair? 
Will he be able to apply his football in the 

same way?

Is Mourinho set to show why 2015-16 was not 
an accurate reflection of his current ability as 
a manager, or is it really the start of his proper 

decline from a peak?

Do this Chelsea squad really need a manager 
said to be even more intense than Mourinho? 

How will Tottenham respond to the end of 
last season, how will Leicester respond to 

being champions? Will this finally be Arsenal’s 
year, or finally the year they drop out of the 

top four?

Who will end up missing out on that top four, 
since at least three big-name managers have 

to fail?

So much will depend on their decisions. 
That, more than ever, is what this campaign 

is about. It is about that even more than 
the input of players like Paul Pogba, whose 

signing could end up coming to represent the 
point when the league’s broadcasting really 
started to take effect; when it became the 

league of stars.

It has some way to go to get to that point yet. 
The new managers, however, are set to lift it 

to a new level.

Written by Miguel Delaney





There’s a very familiar feel to Arsenal ahead of 
a season that may well prove Wenger’s swan 

song. Having seemingly missed out on a 
number of high profile targets up front they 

have refused to settle for second best and
consequently settled for very little at all thus 

far. A new striker is, however, a top priority 
before the window closes.

The return of Santi Cazorla and Jack Wilshere 
from injury will boost their options in
midfield, along with marquee signing 

Xhaka, but the Gunners look set to start the 
campaign with a number of key absentees 

and can’t afford to be left behind. In Ozil and 
Sanchez they have players of immense 

quality, so that is unlikely to happen.

At the time of writing there is still plenty of 
time for Arsenal to act in the transfer market 
but they must surely sign a world class 
striker to win the league. With exceptional 
options in midfield the defence is still a 
concern at times, and whether new man 
Xhaka has the discipline to shield them 
effectively remains to be seen.

With their rivals all making big managerial appointments ahead 
of the campaign the pressure is on Wenger to prove he can outwit 
some of the finest minds in management. In truth it may well be a 
difficult task and could ultimately see the iconic manager’s time at 
the club come to an end. Nevertheless, a top 4 finish is still likely and 
a domestic trophy would represent a fitting send off.

Former captain Arteta announced his 
retirement after an injury hit season that 
restricted the Spaniard to just 9 league 
sub appearances. He has since joined the 
coaching staff at Man City under 
Guardiola.

Although he hasn’t been in the first team for 
too long it’s still difficult to comprehend that 
Bellerín only turned 21 earlier this year. Now 
among the first names on the Arsenal 
teamsheet, the youngster adds a great 
threat from right-back, completing the most 
dribbles of any Premier League defender last 
season (63), and is improving all the time 
defensively.

Leaving Arsenal on a free for the second 
time, 32-year old Flamini is without a 
club. Though he featured 16 times in 
the league last season his best moment 
came when scoring a shock brace in the 
cup vs Spurs.

Joining for a fee close to the club’s record, 
the pressure is on Xhaka to impress. 
A metronomic midfielder with great 
composure on the ball, he will need to 
improve his discipline but is a good fit 
for the club.

Keen to look to the future at the back, 
Arsenal have signed 20-year old Rob 
Holding. The youngster reads the game 
well and is composed defensively but will 
need to adapt to the Gunners passing 
style.     
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With their efforts flying somewhat under the 
radar last season having secured survival with 
considerable time to spare, Bournemouth are 
well positioned to establish themselves in the 

top-flight. Highly regarded manager Howe 
has opted to look to young players to ensure 
the Cherries have Premier League longevity, 

though their transfer policy is a gamble. 

That said, the young manager has better 
strength in depth this time around, not only 
due to the new recruits over the summer but 
the return from injury of the likes of Wilson, 

Gradel and Mings. If they can avoid long-term 
casualties this time around they should be 

looking up.

It’s been an interesting summer at 
Bournemouth, who have made some 
eye-catching if somewhat risky signings. The 
likes of Nathan Ake and Ibe have top-flight 
experience and shouldn’t be overawed, while 
the return of a number of important players 
from injury gives Howe greater options 
across the park so fans will remain optimistic 
regardless.

After a disappointing run-in Bournemouth’s transition to the top-
flight looked a little less impressive at the end of the season but 
they are a club that should be looking up the table rather than back 
over their shoulders. Eddie Howe passed his first test at this level 
with flying colours last time around and it wouldn’t be a surprise 
to see the young manager enhance his reputation further with a 
mid-table finish.

While he unsurprisingly struggled to hit the 
heights of Bournemouth’s promotion 
campaign the sale of Matt Ritchie to 
Newcastle came as a real shock. The winger 
was a fan favourite and his ability to conjure 
something out of the blue will be missed.

If there was one criticism of Bournemouth 
last season, for all of their admirable ability in 
possession the side was perhaps a little soft 
centred at times. While Harry Arter’s return 
from injury helped in that regard the 
addition of Cook looks a shrewd 
acquisition. He offers a little steel in the 
middle of the park whilst also being able to 
adapt to Howe’s possession-based approach, 
and can also play in a more advanced role 
in midfield.

Though not quite as shocking as Ritchie’s 
departure it was with a heavy heart that 
captain Elphick was allowed to leave. He 
will feel he didn’t get a fair crack having 
picked up a long term injury and the sale 
may leave Howe a little short at the back.

Breaking the club’s transfer record for the 
third consecutive window, Howe is placing 
a lot of faith in Jordon Ibe. At just 20 he 
understandably lacks a consistent end 
product but will need to come good on his 
potential to warrant such a lofty price tag.

In beating off a number of top-flight clubs 
in the pursuit of Lewis Cook, the youngster’s 
signing can be considered something of a 
coup. Named the Football League’s Young 
Player of the Year last season, Howe will hope 
the teenager can add a little bite in midfield.
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Tying up the Championship title on the final 
day of the season, Burnley have bounced 

back to the Premier League at the first time 
of asking under Sean Dyche. Working with a 
very modest budget thus far, compared to a 

number of his counterparts, the popular 
manager has another difficult task on his 

hands to avoid the drop.

The Clarets kept the majority of their team 
together following their relegation back to the 
Championship and look likely to do the same 
this summer. In Andre Gray and Sam Vokes, 
however, the fans will feel they have a strike 

partnerhsip capable of firing the club to safety 
regardless. Reinforcements in midfield may 
well be needed in order to compete though.

It’s been a quiet summer at Turf Moor as 
Sean Dyche is once again tasked with 
securing survival on a shoestring budget 
comparative to a number of his top-flight 
counterparts. Burnley should certainly be 
stronger for their experience in the Premier 
League two years ago and have kept the 
core of the squad together, who have a very 
good understanding.

If Andre Gray can back up the performances he put in in the 
Championship last season - netting 25 goals in total - and make the 
step up to the Premier League, Burnley will have a good shot at 
survival. Nevertheless, while they have impressive assets at either 
end their midfield is a real concern and could get outclassed at this 
level. The Clarets will put up a real fight, of that there is no doubt.

Leaving the club after just one season, Joey 
Barton’s decision to head for Rangers was 
a big blow for the Clarets. The controversial 
character led the club for tackles per game 
last season and leaves them worryingly 
short of quality in midfield.

Linked with a big money move to a Premier 
League counterpart, keeping holding of 
Michael Keane has been a priority for Burnley 
this summer. The former Manchester United 
graduate doesn’t look to dive into tackles but 
reads the game very well and is strong in the 
air at both ends. He scored 5 goals from set 
piece situations last season - second most in 
the Championship - and will be key to the 
Clarets’ survival hopes.

Ending his career at the ripe old age of 
38, Duff will be remebered as a Burnley 
icon having spent 12 years at the club. The 
veteran centre-back played his part in the 
Clarets’ promotion, starting 23 games to 
sign off in style.

Starring for a Charlton side that had a 
dismal campaign on and off the pitch last 
season, Gudmundsson enjoyed quite the 
summer with Iceland. Aiming to provide 
the ammunition for star man Gray, he 
registered 11 assists last season.

Arriving as a back up to Heaton, Pope follows 
Gudmundsson from The Valley to Turf Moor. 
The 24-year old made 24 Championship 
starts last season, making the second most 
saves per game of keepers with more than 
20 appearances (3.4).
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On the back of a dire defence of their 
Premier League title, not to mention a lack of 
European football, Conte is under pressure to 

deliver domestic success in his debut 
campaign at Stamford Bridge. However, after 
the Italian managed to get his national side 

to exceed expectations at Euro 2016 there is a 
renewed sense of optimism at the club.

Chelsea know they need to hit the ground 
running if they are to set the pace as they 

look to return to the summit of England’s top 
tier in a season that promises plenty with the 
Italian at the helm. With no European football 

commitments to contend with, the Blues 
shouldn’t be underestimated.

Many could not have foreseen Chelsea’s 
disappointing defence of their Premier 
League crown in a poor run that ultimately 
cost Mourinho his job. Hiddink steadied the 
ship a little but the onus is now on Conte to 
restore the Blues to the summit of England’s 
top tier. The captures of both Batshuayi 
and Kante suggest Chelsea aren’t messing 
around this summer in their bid to 
re-establish their dominance.

Not only that but the club have successfully retained the services 
of Hazard and while investment is still required this summer Conte 
has a settled squad with which to work. His winning mentality is 
just what the club needs and without the distraction of European 
football a top-four finish and a Champions League return should be 
on the cards.

A loan move turned permanent as Chelsea 
cashed in on Salah, who failed to impress 
former boss Jose Mourinho. The Egyptian 
spent last season at Roma, who spent big to 
secure his services in the long term after a 
successful campaign in Serie A.

Kante was simply excellent for Leicester 
following his arrival from Caen last summer 
and a strong Euro 2016 showing saw him 
rewarded with a switch to Chelsea. He has 
proved how effective he is when playing both 
on the counter attack and when his team 
is on the front foot over the last 12 months 
and after attracting interest from across the 
continent eventually plumped for Chelsea. 
A hefty price tag puts pressure on his switch 
but he is a player who can certainly live up 
to the billing.

Returning to the Bundesliga on loan to 
Schalke, left-back Baba failed to convince 
either Mourinho or Hiddink of his ability 
to adjust to English football following a 
big money move. Many Blues fans don’t 
expect the Ghanaian to be back.

Batshuayi comes in to ease the burden on 
Costa in attack and has a burgeoning 
reputation. The Belgian will look to transfer 
his Ligue 1 goalscoring exploits into the
Premier League following his arrival, notching 
17 goals and providing 9 assists last season.

After a stunning debut campaign in England 
Kante secured a big money switch to 
Chelsea from title winners Leicester. He can 
be expected to instantly become Conte’s 
midfield general having won possession 
more than any other player last season.
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It was very much a season of two halves for 
Palace last time out, who looked set to put up 
a fight for a European place at the turn of the 

year but went into a worrying tailspin 
thereafter. As many predicted, the 

honeymoon period under Pardew is well and 
truly over.

Their eventual standing of 15th was a 
disappointment and while survival would have 
been their first objective ahead of the season, 
the manager is under a little pressure to build 
on that finish, despite guiding the team to the 
FA Cup final. The club have enjoyed a modest 
yet successful transfer window and should be 

aiming for mid-table as a result.

Alan Pardew has enjoyed a decent summer 
in the transfer market aside from the glaring 
issue of addressing one crucial problem 
position in his ranks. With four players joint 
at the top of the club’s scoring charts last 
season with just 5 goals, Palace are 
desperately lacking a clinical striker and 
remain in hot pursuit of a player capable of 
hitting the net regularly.

In reality they are a prolific marksman short of being a very 
dangerous side but should be an entertaining watch on the break 
regardless, with the likes of Townsend, Zaha and Bolasie lining up 
in attack. Pardew will be hoping for much greater continuity 
throughout the campaign this time around but if he can’t solve the 
striker situation at the club a top half finish may be beyond them.

While Gayle showed glimpses that he could 
be a real asset to Palace, the fee received for 
the services of a bit part player represents 
superb business from the club. The Eagles, 
however, are now in desperate need of 
reinforcements up front.

Though he has been a key player for the club 
since their promotion to the top-flight, Yannick 
Bolasie could be particularly important to 
their success this season. Given the arrival of 
Townsend and popularity of Wilf Zaha the DR 
Congo international may be asked to play a 
more central role for the team, making up for 
the fact that they lack options up front. Far 
from a prolific goal threat, it will be up to the 
winger to prove that he isn’t just a box of tricks 
but can add a much needed end product to 
his game.

Despite some costly errors from Wayne 
Hennessey last season, McCarthy was 
unable to displace the Welshman in the 
Eagles goal. His save success rate was 
second only to Cech of keepers to make 
more than 5 appearances last season.

An eye-catching transfer given the club’s 
existing attacking talent, Townsend offers 
Palace yet more pace on the counter. His 
arrival is a bonus, proving capable of 
providing a threat at this level during short 
stints at Newcastle and QPR.

Earmarked as a future partner to Dann, 
replacing the ageing Delaney, Tomkins’ 
ability to play at full-back will likely be 
utilised early on. The 27-year-old started 13 
league matches at right-back last season 
and could be deployed there once more.
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Following the injection of money from major 
shareholder Farhad Moshiri this was expected 
to be a big summer in the transfer window for 
the Toffees. However, Everton made off-field 
appointments a priority first up, with Ronald 

Koeman taking the reins from Roberto 
Martinez and Steve Walsh arriving from 

Leicester as Director of Football. 

Both look very shrewd moves from the club, 
though their inability to get some major 

transfer deals over the line thus far is a slight 
concern. The Merseysiders, however, have 

clearly been unwilling to rush into any rash 
decisions in the market, which is 

commendable.

Having lost the support of large sections of 
the crowd by the end of his tenure at the 
club, the fans are hoping Ronald Koeman 
can take Everton to the next level where 
Martinez failed. The Dutchman will 
encourage a passing approach like his 
predecessor but with more emphasis on 
defensive solidity, with the Toffees coming 
unstuck in that department for some time.

As much as looking to add to his squad the new manager will be 
keen to keep hold of the club’s prized assets but is likely to be tested 
with some big money offers before the transfer window closes. That 
said, Everton are finally adding some fresh blood to help themselves 
out of the funk they eventually found themselves in last season and 
take some of the pressure off the likes of Barkley and Lukaku.

A 9-year spell at Goodison came to a 
disappointing end for Howard, who 
returns to his homeland having fallen foul 
of the Everton fans. Dropped after some 
error-strewn displays, the US international 
lost his place to Joel Robles in January.

After a somewhat torrid second half to last 
season this promises to be a hugely important 
campaign for the youngster. Still linked with a 
mega money move away despite committing 
more errors leading to a goal than any 
outfielder last season (3), Stones needs to 
bounce back in order to silence his growing 
critics. Provided Everton can keep ahold of 
him this summer the 22-year old should play a 
pivotal role under Koeman, with the hope that 
he receives better defensive guidance from the 
former Saints boss.

Leaving the club with far more well-wishers, 
Leon Osman proved to be a useful utility 
player to Everton for the best part of 20 
years. The 35-year old started just 2 league 
games last season, with injuries curtailing a 
long career for the Toffees.

Meeting the Senegalese’s release clause, 
triggered by Aston Villa’s relegation, Everton 
are putting their faith in Gana. The midfielder 
made the second most tackles and 
interceptions to Kante last season but lacked 
the same composure in possession.

Following Koeman from Saints, the manager 
now signing the keeper for the second 
summer running, Stekelenburg will vie for a 
starting berth with Robles. Given his 
unconvincing displays in England surely a 
better number one is needed.
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After the adulation of their play-off final win 
over Sheffield Wednesday, bouncing back to 

the Premier League at the first time of asking, 
it’s fair to say things have gone south for the 
Tigers in a big way. Steve Bruce came close 
to resigning this time last year and despite 

achieving promotion has gone ahead with it 
this summer after missing out on the England 

job, leaving the side lacking direction. 

As a result there have been very few 
significant comings and goings in the transfer 

market, with the players understandably 
unhappy ahead of what looks set to be a very 
difficult campaign. Indeed, with no manager, 
no signings and no optimism in the camp, it’s 
hard to remember a side entering a Premier 

League campaign in worse shape.

Unless Hull can make significant movements 
in the transfer market and take on board 
the new manager’s way of thinking quickly, 
this could be a very long season for the 
fans. There is some quality in their ranks, 
well-drilled under the previous manager, but 
they faded last season and that decline looks 
likely to continue this time around.

Confidence is low despite their promotion and the play-off winners 
certainly look the least likely of the three newcomers to be able 
to cope. Even if Hernandez can reach double figures in top-flight 
football for the first time it’s difficult to see where the help will come 
from. The likes of Snodgrass and Huddlestone will need to perform 
on a consistent basis but survival looks a tough ask right now.

After four years at the club, promoted to 
the top-flight twice in that time, Aluko was 
not rewarded with a new contract. It came 
as little surprise having been on the fringes 
last season, with the 27-year old starting 
just 8 league matches.

While Hull can rely on a solid back line - albeit 
in the long-term absence of key man Odubajo 
at right-back - it’s goals that they will need 
to have any chance of beating the drop. The 
pressure is on Hernandez then, who scored 21 
times last season but has struggled to make 
the same impact when playing in the top tiers 
of either England or Italy. The Uruguayan has 
a point to prove that he can make the step up, 
needing to improve substantially on a meagre 
tally of four Premier League goals in his debut 
campaign at the KC Stadium.

An incredibly infuriating player at times 
given his inability to perform consistently 
to back up his talent, Diame’s departure is 
still a real blow. With 10 goals last season he 
offered a spark that his teammates lacked.
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This summer was always likely to be a hectic 
one for Leicester as they aimed to keep hold 

of the players that pulled off one of the 
greatest shocks in competitive sport. N’Golo 

Kante has left for Chelsea and will prove a 
huge loss but Jamie Vardy has committed 
his future to the club, so convincing Riyad 

Mahrez to stay is the Foxes’ biggest task ahead 
of the close of the window. 

With Champions League football to contend 
with, retaining players of the Algerian’s quality 
is a must but Ranieri will expect to field bids 

between now and the end of the month. 
Investing in untested players at this level in 

the market thus far, Leicester will need their 
new signings to adapt quickly.

Leicester’s summer could have been worse 
given the unsurprising interest in their 
star players but it isn’t over just yet. They 
need to add strength in depth if they are to 
compete on multiple fronts next season and 
replicating the feats of the last would be a 
monumental task. Ranieri is rightly looking 
to add a little variety to his ranks.

One would naturally expect the bubble to burst at some point but 
that was of course the assumption for much of last season. Vardy 
will need to prove that the previous campaign wasn’t a one-off and 
Leicester must be wary of injuries given the increased fixture 
congestion ahead. A top half finish would be a very good 
achievement, and it’s fair to say the fans understand as much.

There’s no overstating how big a loss 
Kante is, so crucial was he to Leicester’s 
counter-attacking style, not only in winning 
possession more than any other Premier 
League player but also setting the team on 
the front foot.

Given the club’s decision to sign, in Mendy, a 
player that completed the third most passes 
in all of Europe last season, there’s a decent 
chance Drinkwater’s role in the side may 
change a little. The England international 
proved a capable ball winner last season 
but may have to take on that role even more 
following the departure of Kante. Either way 
he will have a crucial part to play.

While a number of Leicester’s signings 
have proven inspired some have fallen flat 
so the club’s ability to recoup the money 
spent on Kramaric is a boost. He has quality 
and potential though, and was a hit in the 
Bundesliga.

Signing for a club record fee it will be 
interesting to see just how big a role Musa 
plays. He can fit Leicester’s approach by 
stretching play but a modest record in 
front of goal certainly makes the striker an 
expensive gamble.

Handed the task of replacing Kante, Ranieri 
is hoping Mendy can effectively transition 
from Ligue 1 as his predecessor did. He’s an 
accomplished passer rather than a ball 
winner, which may suggest a change of tack.
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Liverpool fans were positively beaming with 
excitement following the appointment of 

Jurgen Klopp last October and 
understandably so. Working without any 

players of his own the German guided the 
Reds to the Capital One Cup and Europa 

League finals. 

Now with a full pre-season under his guidance 
and afforded the funds to bring in his own 

targets expectations are high on Merseyside 
coming into the campaign, but they have 

missed out on a number of players from their 
wish list. As a result it could be hard for the 
Reds to keep up, though a lack of European 

football should help.

Many a Liverpool fan is tipping the club 
for a top-four push this season following a 
summer of heavy investment. The attack has 
been strengthened while Klopp has invested 
at the back with the arrivals of Karius, Matip 
and Klavan. In his first full season at the 
Anfield helm the German will be demanding 
a higher finish this coming campaign.

The Reds have spent big to improve all areas of the squad this 
summer but are still lacking in certain positions, most notably at 
left-back and potentially as competition for Sturridge up front 
should Benteke depart. Without European football Klopp can focus 
his efforts on the Premier League and that should help their pursuit 
of Champions League football.

Big things were expected of Ibe after he 
broke onto the scene but he didn’t do 
enough to convince Klopp. Liverpool did 
well to bring in £15m from his sale given he 
is yet to add an end product to his game.

Liverpool have made a habit of raiding 
Southampton of their finest talents, with 
Mane the fifth player in recent years to 
make the switch from St. Mary’s to Anfield. 
The 24-year-old becomes the Reds’ second 
most expensive signing following his move 
to Merseyside earlier this summer, putting 
pressure on him to succeed. Given Klopp’s 
raft of attacking options Mane needs to work 
hard to secure a regular starting spot under 
the German but offers something different to 
the technical players at his disposal.

After a successful Euro 2016 some felt Allen 
may be handed a final chance to impress 
Klopp. However the Reds boss was willing 
to cash in on the Welshman, who became 
Stoke’s first major signing of the summer.

While some feel Liverpool overspent on Mane 
his arrival swells the Reds’ offensive options. 
His unpredictability provides Klopp a new 
dimension to the club’s attack, providing 
them with greater pace on the counter.

Wijnaldum may have enjoyed an up-and-
down debut season in England but the 
Dutchman has a knack for finding the back 
of the net from midfield. If he can rediscover 
his PSV form he could make for an astute 
pick up by the Reds.
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And so it begins. Manchester City fans will be 
full of optimism as they prepare to embark 
on a new dawn under Pep Guardiola. The 

overhaul of the squad that so many predicted 
hasn’t really panned out but the club are still 

hoping to make some significant strides in the 
market yet. 

The capture of Ilkay Gundogan looks an 
important one, offset slightly by the German’s 

unavailability early in the campaign, but 
there are still major question marks over the 

defence, with the long-term fitness of captain 
Vincent Kompany now a genuine concern. 
Nevertheless, going forwards they are once 

again a fearsome prospect.

Many will expect Manchester City to have 
immediate success under the tutelage of 
Guardiola but it may well take time for the 
former Barca and Bayern boss to get his 
ideas across. Organising an at times 
calamitous defence will be crucial to his 
chances of hitting the ground running in 
England’s top-flight.

As is always the case with Guardiola you can expect some 
experimental formations, tactics and utilistation of players in 
unfamiliar positions, and the players’ ability to buy into their new 
manager’s way of thinking will be decisive. Accused of laziness 
at times in the past, that’s unlikely to be tolerated under the new 
regime and if the likes of De Bruyne and Aguero hit form there may 
be no stopping them.

The fact that Edin Dzeko would be leaving 
for Roma on a permanent basis has been 
known for some time and rubberstamped 
this summer. Posting just 8 goals last 
season, he won’t exactly be missed despite 
scoring some big goals for City.

With Guardiola a known admirer of De 
Bruyne, missing out to City on the Belgian 
whilst at Bayern, the team may well be built 
around the playmaker. His absence through 
injury during the second half of the campaign 
was felt last time around, with figures of 7 
goals and 9 assists having started just 22 
league games proving just how good the 
25-year old was in his debut season for the 
club.

Speaking of players who won’t be missed, 
it’s fair to say more than the odd City fan 
will be glad to see the back of Demichelis, 
who leaves on a free. The veteran enjoyed 
one decent campaign at the club but was a 
liability at times.

Despite suffering yet another injury City were 
not perturbed in their pursuit of Gundogan, 
who began to look back to his best last 
season. With energy in midfield a concern 
under Pellegrini, if he can return to fitness 
the German should prove a shrewd signing 

The most expensive transfer of the window in 
the Premier League, for the time being that 
is, City’s faith in Sane is clear. Very much a 
rough diamond, the youngster’s confidence 
in dribbling and shooting from wide areas 
puts a great deal of pressure on Sterling.
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It’s fair to say the appointment 
of Pep Guardiola at The 

Etihad Stadium has left the 
Manchester City fans in 

optimistic mood. After the 
announcement that the 

Spaniard would take the reins 
from Manuel Pellegrini in the 
summer there was a definite 
sense of packing up for the 

season and waiting for the real 
deal to take over. The attitude 

of a number of the players were 
called into question in that 

time, and indeed beforehand, 
with a complete shake up 

expected under the former 
Barcelona and Bayern boss.

In truth it’s been a somewhat 
underwhelming transfer 

window for the club then, who 
are still expected to bring in 

a number of new faces before 
the end of the month. For now 

though, Guardiola has 
intimated that he will try to 
experiment both in terms of 

tactics and personnel as 
expected, with a switch to back 
three thought to be imminent 

that would potentially see 

Fernandinho at its heart. Having 
proven open to a change of 

approach at the Allianz, 
switching the focus down the 

wings to suit the players at 
his disposal, it’s difficult to tell 

what form the City side will 
take this season, with Guardiola 

often attempting to outfox 
his adversary by shapeshifting 

mid-match.

Getting the most from Kevin De 
Bruyne, a player he was keen to 

sign at Bayern before the 
Belgian opted for City, and 
Sergio Aguero will be the 
Spaniard’s main priority. 
Organising an at times 

haphazard defence will be 
another, with new recruits in 

that department thought to be 
imminent and Vincent 

Kompany’s place believed to be 
under threat, while the addition 

of Ilkay Gundogan - albeit 
injured for the opening months 

of the campaign - could spell 
the end for Yaya Toure.

Entering Euro 2016 with a 
severely depleted squad lacking 

in star quality, Italy’s chances 
of progressing always looked 

likely to rely on one man. While 
to that point the Azzurri boss 
had underwhelmed in charge 

of the national team to a certain 
extent, falling foul of sections of 
the media for flirting with and 

eventually taking the 
opportunity to return to club 
management with Chelsea, 
Conte came good on the big 

stage. Indeed, Italy’s 
encouraging displays only 

served to enhance an already 
burgeoning reputation from 

a hugely successful spell with 
Juventus.

While it was Hiddink who 
steadied the ship somewhat at 
Stamford Bridge, the shoes that 

Conte has to fill are certainly 
still those of Mourinho. It will 

take a big character to do that, 
but the Italian is certainly not 

lacking in that regard, with his 
success also built around 

getting his players to leave 
nothing out on the pitch. 

Fight has very much been the 
buzzword since his arrival, and 

if Conte can instil as much 
into a side that has a point to 
prove following a dismal title 

defence the Blues could be real 
contenders once more.

The fact that Chelsea will not 
have to contend with any 

European commitments could 
be seen as both a blessing and 

a curse but it’s far more likely to 
be the former. The club remain 

an attractive destination due 
to their status and location and 

the squad is still more or less 
the same from their 2014/15 title 
success, so not short on quality. 

The key decision that Conte 
has to make, having reverted to 
type at the Euros, is whether to 
attempt to deploy his favoured 
3-5-2 formation, unfamiliar to 

the current players, which could 
be seen to limit the influence of 
the likes of Hazard and Willian. 

While the speculation regarding 
Mourinho’s potential 

appointment as Manchester 
United manager became 
somewhat tiresome, his 

eventual arrival at Old Trafford is 
certainly a boost to the Premier 

League. Though reports 
suggested that he lost a 
significant section of the 

Chelsea dressing room in a 
bitterly disappointing end to 
his second spell at the club, 

the Portuguese rightly remains 
one of the biggest names in 

management, once again 
adding to the stellar line-up on 
the sidelines in England’s top-
flight. His departure hurt many 
Blues fans, who have since been 
even more riled by Mou’s move 

to Manchester.

It’s an appointment that many 
feel has been inevitable, even 

before his return to the Premier 
League with Chelsea, having 
been strongly tipped to take 

the Old Trafford reins from Sir 
Alex Ferguson. Having finally 
come to fruition, Mourinho’s 
task is now to get the best 

from a group of players that 
lost their sparkle under Louis 
van Gaal. Adding the likes of 

Henrikh Mkhitaryan and Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic in that regard is a 
massive boost then. Securing 

the return of Paul Pogba could 
be decisive.

One thing’s for sure, Manchester 
United are already a very 

fearsome opponent once more 
under a manager determined 

to prove a point, having lost that 
edge in recent years. Reunions 

with Pep Guardiola in the 
Manchester derby and former 
employers Chelsea, now under 
the tutelage of Antonio Conte, 
are already at the forefront of 
the fans’ minds, and indeed 
those of the watching world. 

Ahead of a season that 
promises to be as much about 

the managers as it is the players 
on show - with the Premier 

League arguably falling behind 
in the latter recently - it just 

wouldn’t have been right 
without a touch of Mourinho 

mischief.



After an incredibly drawn out process 
Manchester United eventually confirmed the 

appointment of Jose Mourinho to replace 
Louis van Gaal to very little surprise 

whatsoever. It’s been the theme of the club’s 
summer having finally secured the signing of 
Zlatan Ibrahimovic and been made to wait on 

the return of Paul Pogba. 

With further additions in the form of 
Mkhitaryan and Bailly, the Red Devils look 

equipped to mount a serious charge under 
the ‘Special One’. His meetings with the likes 

of Guardiola, Wenger and old employers 
Chelsea will ensure the Manchester giants are 

centre of attention once more.

It’s been a productive summer on and off the 
pitch for United on the face of it, so the fans 
will expect a much improved showing and 
indeed league finish to last season. While 
it will be interesting to see how an ageing 
Zlatan Ibrahimovic can lead the line having 
strolled to success in Ligue 1, Mourinho has 
a great blend of youth and experience in 
attacking positions.

The Red Devils still look a little short of options at the back, 
particularly on the right, but their defence was actually an area 
of strength last season and Mourinho will no doubt look to build 
success from a solid base once more. While jumping from a place 
outside the top four to a title win would perhaps be a bridge too far 
for the Portuguese in his first season at the club, expect United to be 
well in the race.

After a bitterly disappointing spell at Old 
Trafford, spending much of his time training 
with the youth team, Valdes has unsurprisingly 
moved on. With just one Premier League start 
to his name he has another chance to prove 
himself in England at Boro.

The one real bright spark in a season of 
disappointment at United, Anthony Martial 
will want to prove that he is still the player to 
get excited about at the club despite a 
number of high profile signings. The 
Frenchman has lost his number nine jersey 
to Ibrahimovic but is still set to be a key 
player from the left under Mourinho, hoping 
to build on a very promising debut campaign 
heralding 11 goals and 4 assists.

Having signed for United three years, Varela 
finally made his league debut last season 
and racked up 8 appearances across the 
league and European competitions. After 
some solid showings from right-back he 
has been loaned out to Frankfurt.

Making his desire to join the club abundantly 
clear despite widespread interest, Mkhitar-
yan’s switch to Old Trafford remains a coup. 
The Armenian was sensational last season, 
earning the highest rating in the Bundesliga 
with figures of 11 goals and 15 assists.

While Bailly had attracted interested from 
a number of clubs on the continent, the 
fee United forked out for his services was 
eye-catching. He has all the tools physically 
to make a success of his move but the 
pressure is on the youngster to perform.
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After enduring play-off heartbreak 12 months 
ago Middlesbrough ended the campaign in 

second and with it came automatic 
promotion. While Karanka would have 

favoured coming up as champions, Boro’s 
Premier League return took a long time 

coming and the side will now be hoping to 
consolidate a place in England’s top tier. 

They have a tough task on their hands in 
order to stave off relegation, but have made 

some intriguing moves in the transfer market. 
Having built the side from a solid foundation 
at the back and looked to add firepower this 

summer, Boro have a great shot at 
re-establishing themselves as a Premier 

League side.

Middlesbrough have acted swiftly to bolster 
the squad, with the signings of Valdes, De 
Roon, Fischer and Negredo sending out a 
strong statement of intent. Karanka and his 
side are not in England’s top tier to simply 
make up the numbers this coming 
campaign. Karanka has largely kept the core 
of the squad together as they mount a 
challenge to retain their top-flight status.

Compared to a number of Premier League sides they have 
strengthened accordingly and have a raft of experience running 
through the team. Provided the new arrivals can gel quickly and hit 
the ground running Boro have the makings of a strong side capable 
of enjoying a successful return among England’s elite.

Ending his second spell at the club, former 
captain Jonathan Woodgate has not yet 
confirmed whether he will retire at the age 
of 36 after a career blighted by injuries. The 
former England international started just 5 
league matches last season.

After a successful loan stint at the Riverside, 
scoring 7 goals from 15 starts, Boro acted 
accordingly to make Gaston Ramirez’s 
temporary move permanent and they will 
be hoping for a return on their investment 
from the Uruguayan. The 25-year-old has a 
point to prove in the Premier League after a 
forgettable spell with Southampton but if 
he can continue his Championship form this 
coming campaign Boro boast an effective 
creative outlet.

When Williams extended his contract in 
2012 he reportedly turned his back on the 
Premier League and was made captain 
soon after. Injuries have seen his profile 
plummet and his contract has expired after 
an unsuccessful loan spell with Charlton.

De Roon comes in with a reputation as a 
tough tackling, ball-winning midfielder, with 
his capture something of a coup given his 
displays last season. His big money arrival 
represents a risk but bigger clubs from Serie 
A were linked.

Fischer’s career stalled after he broke onto 
the scene with Ajax but the Dane is still an 
effective offensive outlet out wide. If he could 
come good on his early potential Boro could 
have a surprise packages on their hands.
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A fine end to the season saw Southampton 
secure a European finish and they will be 

looking to build on that, despite losing yet 
another highly regarded manager. Indeed, 
it’s once more been a summer of complete 

change for the south coast side, who 
somewhat surprisingly saw Ronald Koeman 

depart for Everton.

In his place comes Claude Puel, with the 
Frenchman hoping to make an instant impact 

at St. Mary’s after a hugely successful season 
at Nice as Saints gear up for Europa League 

football. A number of big players have left the 
club once more so the newcomers need to 

adapt fast, as their predecessors have.

It’ll be tough for Puel to match the feats of 
Koeman in his debut season at St. Mary’s. 
As has become the custom for Saints this is 
another summer of uncertainty at the club 
with a number of key players departing for 
pastures new. The challenge now is to at 
least fight for another European finish for it 
to be considered a successful start to life in 
England for the Frenchman.

Mane and Pelle’s respective departures, though, come as a blow to 
Saints and they now need their squad player’s from last season to 
come to the fore in the shape of Austin and Rodriguez. Long’s 
penning of a new deal is a boost for the club, with the Irishman 
enjoying a fine second half to the season, but investment is still 
required or Saints run the risk of being left behind by their rivals.

Senegal international Mane secured a big 
money move to Liverpool this summer. 
While he can be inconsistent Saints will 
now be without a goalscoring threat in 
the final third, capable of putting even the 
biggest sides to the sword.

Virgil van Dijk was hugely impressive in his 
debut Premier League campaign with his 
WhoScored.com rating (7.56) enough to earn 
a place in the team of the season. A stand out 
performer at centre-back, it’s surprising that 
interest in his signature hasn’t been higher, 
and Saints will be confident of retaining the 
Dutchman’s services this summer. Fans can 
expect a similarly solid showing this coming 
campaign from the 25-year-old.

Pelle secured a controversial switch to 
Chinese Super League side Shandong 
Luneng Taishan on the back of an 
impressive Euro 2016. His departure is a 
blow having netted 11 league goals last 
season, the joint best alongside Mane.

Hojbjerg comes in to help ease the loss of 
Wanyama to Premier League rivals 
Tottenham. His vision and ball retention 
qualities will provide a welcome boost to 
a Saints side hoping to keep pace with the 
big hitters.

Following Norwich’s relegation Redmond 
was quick to regain his place in England’s 
top tier. The young winger adds drive to the 
wide areas, which was a necessity following 
Mane’s departure, and looks an astute 
replacement.
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Stoke’s aim for the upcoming campaign will 
be to build on yet another very solid 

campaign. The Potters simply ran out of fuel 
as the season came to a head last time out, 

though they have a strong platform from 
which to build upon. A 9th-placed finish was a 
very decent achievement but leaves room for 
improvement for Mark Hughes and his squad. 

An injection of consistency, however, would 
provide a huge boost for the Potters this 
season. Indeed, the squad now has a very 

strong core and an excellent blend of steel 
and style and should once more be well clear 

of any relegation battle. Threatening the 
European places, however, will be a tough ask.

Hughes’ primary port of call this summer 
was to convince star attackers Arnautovic 
and Shaqiri that their futures lay at Stoke 
and he successfully did so with the former. 
Arnautovic has since penned a four year deal 
while the latter has been attracting interest 
from across the continent on the back of his 
Euro 2016 campaign for Switzerland.

If Shaqiri opts against remaining at the club then Hughes may 
need to replace the Swiss star, who netted 3 goals and provided a 
further 6 league assists last season. Beyond that Stoke lack a quality 
striker or two to really push on and take the next step in the Premier 
League. Allen’s arrival swells the midfield options but Stoke could 
struggle if they were to lose any key players.

After a frustrating spell at Stoke in which 
the midfielder started just 5 of 13 league 
appearances in two seasons, Sidwell has 
made a loan move to Brighton permanent. 
Potters fans could have been forgiven for 
forgetting he was still under contract.

Following his move to Stoke in January 
Imbula rapidly became a key player for 
the Potters in the middle of the park. His 
WhoScored rating (7.07) was better than any 
other Stoke player, while an average of 4.4 
successful dribbles per game was a hugely 
commendable return for the Frenchman. In 
his first full season under Hughes bigger and 
better things are expected of the 23-year-old 
and rightly so, with Allen offering the 
protection he needs to bomb forwards.
   

Speaking of forgotten men, it’s little 
surprise that Stoke have allowed Peter 
Odemwingie’s contract to run. Now 34, 
the Nigerian started just once for the club 
across the last two Premier League seasons.

Allen was one of Wales’ star men at Euro 
2016, named in UEFA’s team of the 
tournament, and Stoke’s first major capture 
of the summer. He’ll provide European 
experience in the midfield and could prove 
to be the ideal partner for Imbula.

While an unknown entity on the continent, 
Stoke forked out a significant fee on teenage 
Egyptian Ramadan Sobhi. At just 19 the 
winger has already made a handful of senior 
international appearances.

J. ALLEN
LIVERPOOL

R. SOBHI
AHLY

S. SIDWELL
BRIGHTON
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FREE AGENT
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It’s been a summer of change at the Stadium 
of Light, in the dugout at least, as Sam 

Allardyce left his role as Sunderland manager 
to take over the England reins. In his place 

came David Moyes and after his predecessor 
successfully guided the Black Cats to safety, 
Moyes has a tough task on his hands to build 

on that feat. 

Consolidating a Premier League spot is the 
Scot’s mandate and the board would rather 
it was done with more breathing space than 

the two-point gap last term. However, with no 
signings made whatsoever thus far, the 

Sunderland fans have reason to be worried.

David Moyes has a challenge on his hands 
if he is to better Sam Allardyce’s exploits for 
Sunderland. The newly-appointed England 
manager had established himself as a fan 
favourite having guided the Black Cats to 
safety and it’s now up to Moyes to continue 
that good work. Yet, fans must be wary that 
Moyes may struggle having seen his 
reputation shattered.
 

It’s a difficult job to come into so late in the day and the lack of 
activity in the transfer market so far could prove to be Sunderland’s 
undoing. Loanees M’Vila and Yedlin have returned to their parent 
clubs and it’s vital the new manager works tirelessly to replace 
the pair if they don’t secure permanent deals. Not doing so could 
spell disaster for Sunderland, who are relying on an ageing Defoe 
to stay fit.

An excellent Euro 2016 saw potential 
suitors in Emanuele Giaccherini’s signature 
rise. Napoli won the race to sign the 
midfielder, though having failed to settle 
at Sunderland his departure comes as no 
great loss.

After a nightmare debut in a 4-1 defeat at 
Tottenham Jan Kirchhoff quickly set about 
making amends and nailing down a first 
team role for the Black Cats. He averaged 
more tackles per game (3.5) than any other 
Sunderland player last season and proved to 
be the ideal defensive shield for the side. Now 
with a full pre-season under his belt having 
had a raft of injury problems in the past, the 
25-year-old should enjoy an impressive full 
campaign under Moyes.

After a somewhat bizarre spell with 
Marseille last season, Fletcher has ended 
up in a more predictable destination at 
Sheffield Wednesday. His contract expired 
having scored 23 league goals across four 
seasons for the Black Cats.

E. GIACCHERINI
NAPOLI

S. FLETCHER
SHEFF. WEDNESDAY
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Francesco Guidolin wasn’t an entirely popular 
appointment as Garry Monk’s successor, but 

performed above expectations to steer 
Swansea to safety. Indeed, had the season 

started following his confirmation as Swans 
boss, the south Wales side would have 

finished 6th in England’s top tier. 

The experienced Italian was handed a two-
year deal as a result at the Liberty Stadium 

and the hope now is that the team can push 
on. However, should Swansea be unable to 
keep hold of the likes of Williams and Ayew 

between now and the end of the transfer 
window this could be a very long season 

indeed.

Like a number of Premier League sides, 
Swansea have thus far failed to sufficiently 
strengthen in the final third. Eder’s 
departure in January, coupled with 
Paloschi’s return to Italy and Gomis’ loan 
move, leaves Guidolin light in attack. 
Rumours over Ayew’s future don’t help 
matters and it’s vital Swansea strengthen 
in the coming weeks.
 

With lingering doubts over Sigurdsson’s future his contract renewal 
is a boost but Swansea could still come into the campaign without 
sufficient offensive options. There is still time to act, of course, but 
they will need any incomers to hit the ground running if the Swans 
are to avoid a similar relegation scare this coming season.

After his big money arrival in January 
Paloschi’s departure this summer came as 
something of a surprise. The Italian failed to 
settle, netting just 2 Premier League goals 
before returning to Italy.

While used largely as an impact sub last 
season, Barrow established himself as a key 
squad player under Guidolin. He will now be 
hoping for more starting chances to prove 
his worth to the Italian boss having signed 
a new contract with the club. 2.6 successful 
dribbles per 90 minutes points to an effective 
wide outlet and if he can improve his overall 
game, he could be an important asset to a 
Swansea side short on attacking options this 
coming season.

The French striker has returned to France, 
with Marseille securing Gomis’ services on 
a loan deal. His departure should come as 
no great loss, however, after he scored only 
2 league goals following an early season 
flurry.

After a decent loan spell Swansea made 
Fer’s temporary move permanent. The 
Dutchman ranked second for tackles per 
game (1.9) of all Swansea players in the 
Premier League last season and 
strengthens the midfield.

Fer is joined by compatriot Van der Hoorn 
at the Liberty Stadium, with the 23-year old 
bolstering the backline. He could yet be in 
line to start so the centre-back will need to 
adapt to the pace quickly.

L. FER
QPR

VAN DER HOORN
AJAX

A.PALOSCHI
ATALANTA
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Many will feel Tottenham missed their best 
chance at winning the title last season and 
it certainly looks likely to be a more difficult 
task this time around. Pochettino has added 

strength in depth where it was lacking up 
front and in midfield, which will help as they 
aim to make the most of their return to the 

Champions League, but whether or not their

 strongest XI will be any better than it was 
last season is up for debate. Nevertheless, 
with a settled side and a clear style of play 

they should be a threat once again. There is, 
however, a lot of pressure on the likes of Dier, 
Alli and Kane to hit the same heights as last 

season, which is no given.

Having performed above expectations last 
season this young side must now prove they 
are no one-season wonders at a time when 
the top of the table is set to become far 
more competitive. They fell away last season 
having lost key players at the end of the 
campaign but have acted accordingly to 
ensure they aren’t caught short again and 
should enjoy another strong season.

That said, Pochettino had been relatively lucky with injuries to that 
point and with another long season ahead will likely need to rotate 
his team a little more often. With a solid defence from which to 
build it will be up to Kane and co. to ensure Spurs aren’t left behind 
and another top four finish would be an excellent achievement, as 
well as a better cup run this time round.

Leaving the club on loan once more, it’s 
fair to say it would be a shock to see Fazio 
back in a Spurs shirt. The lumbering 
centre-back struggled to adapt to the pace 
of the Premier League and will go down as 
one of Pochettino’s worst signings.

It will be interesting to see just how Alli 
follows up his remarkable debut season in 
the top-flight. The England international will 
need to bounce back from a disappointing 
Euros and control his temper but has already 
proven vital to this Spurs side. After 10 goals 
and 9 assists last season he’s set standards 
extremely high. Now it’s time to live up to the 
justifiable hype.
   

Signed as competition for Kane, Janssen is 
unlikely to partner the England man. Having 
ended the Eredivisie campaign as top scorer 
(27) he knows where the goal is, working 
hard from the front to offer a strong option 
for Spurs.

Wanyama went off the boil a little last term 
but has got his wish with a move, reuniting 
with former boss Pochettino. He’s a big 
upgrade on the likes of Mason and Carroll 
and will help Spurs compete on all fronts.

V. JANSSEN
AZ ALKMAAR

V. WANYAMA
SOUTHAMPTON

F. FAZIO
ROMA
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It’s been another summer of change for 
the Hornets as Walter Mazzarri comes in as 
Watford’s seventh manager in the last four 

years. He will look to build on Quique Sanchez 
Flores’ work after the Spaniard secured the 
club’s top-flight safety with time to spare 

before fading away in the second half of the 
season. 

Mazzarri now has a stronger platform from 
which to build upon now the players have 
developed an understanding, as the Italian 

strives to make an instant impact in England. 
Having adopted a back three in his previous 
jobs, there may well be a tactical reshuffle at 

Vicerage Road.

Watford’s form from Christmas onwards 
nosedived and Mazzarri needs to swiftly get 
his ideas over to the squad he inherited from 
Sanchez Flores. Retaining the services of key 
striking duo Ighalo and Deeney could prove 
crucial in the long run, despite big money 
offers for the pair this summer. Mazzarri now 
needs to coax the best out of the players at 
his disposal from this talented squad.
 

A lack of investment at the time of writing shouldn’t be too big a 
cause for concern given Watford have a largely settled team coming 
into the season and a wealth of depth throughout the squad. 
Mazzarri, though, needs to quickly demand the players move on 
from the disappointing end to the previous campaign or they run 
the risk of a relegation battle.

Jurado was a first choice midfielder under 
Sanchez Flores, but Mazzarri was willing to 
allow the 30-year-old to move on. He has 
since linked up with the former Watford 
boss at Espanyol.

Capoue enjoyed a solid debut campaign for 
Watford, quickly becoming the club’s 
midfield general. Mazzarri is a fan of his 
tough tackling stars in the middle of the 
park and will hope the Frenchman can 
control proceedings for the Hornets once 
more next term. Indeed, 2.9 tackles and 2.5 
interceptions suggests the Watford boss can 
bring the best out of the 28-year-old, be that 
in a central midfield pairing or a three.

Ending a spell at the club in which he 
became a favourite, Abdi’s sale to Sheffield 
Wednesday came as something of a shock. 
The Swiss midfielder played a key role in 
the Hornets’ promotion but struggled to 
translate his form to the top-flight. 

Isaac Success will be hoping to live up to 
his name following his big money switch 
from Granada. The 20-year-old was fouled 
an average of 2.9 times per La Liga game 
last term, proving a difficult player to stop 
by fair means.

Despite an abundance of options, that 
didn’t stop Mazzarri from adding Dja Djedje 
to the ranks. The Ivorian arrives from 
Marseille and could quickly establish 
himself as a wing-back in the new 
manager’s favoured set up.

I. SUCCESS 
GRANADA
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West Brom staved off relegation last season 
with Tony Pulis steadying the ship at the 

Hawthorns in predictable fashion. The next 
step is to progress up the Premier League 

table and improve on their 14th-placed finish 
from last time out. Pulis has made the Baggies 

tough to break down, but they struggle in 
front of goal, with West Brom netting only 34 

times last season. 

Improvements in attack this summer are 
essential for the Midlands outfit to improve 

then, thus far keeping hold of Saido Berahino, 
particularly following the added TV money. 
Irregardless of whether the youngster stays 
or goes, the Baggies inability to add to their 

modest firepower is a concern.

Pulis has successfully consolidated West 
Brom’s place in the Premier League and 
the aim now is to build on their position to 
establish themselves as mid-table regulars. 
They would have liked to have secured their 
top-flight safety by more than 6 points last 
time around, but they can at least prepare 
for another season of Premier League 
football.

However, a lack of striking investment this summer is indeed cause 
for concern. Only relegated Aston Villa (27) netted fewer Premier 
League goals than West Brom last season, who struggled in the final 
third for large parts of the campaign. Attack is a problem area for 
the Baggies and it’s vital they strengthen accordingly or they run the 
risk of a scrap for survival.

Sessegnon has been released from his 
contract, with the Benin international 
struggling in front of goal last season. 
The 32-year-old netted just twice from 25 
appearances prior to his departure.
               

On the back of a hugely impressive Euro 2016, 
Chester will now hope to take his 
international form into the upcoming Premier 
League season. The Welsh defender made 
more tackles and interceptions combined 
(36) than any other player in France this 
summer having struggled for regular league 
action upon his signing from Hull. If he can 
continue his fine performances, however, 
Pulis has at his disposal a defender able to 
help maintain the Baggies’ defensive solidity, 
be that in the middle or on the right.

The decision to allow Anichebe to depart 
comes as little shock either following a 
disappointing campaign. The Nigerian 
mustered just 4 shots on target from his 
10 league appearances and failed to score 
a single goal.

Pulis has looked to address the goalscoring 
woes with the capture of Matty Phillips from 
QPR. The Scot managed 8 goals in the 
Championship last season to go with his 5 
assists and will slot in on the right.
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After a superb debut campaign at the West 
Ham helm, Slaven Bilic will hope to improve 

on the club’s 7th-placed finish in their maiden 
season at the Olympic Stadium. The 

Hammers’ campaign kicks off early due to 
their Europa League participation, though 

that did not stop the east London outfit from 
impressing in the opening stages last term. 

Retaining key man Dimitri Payet is vital for 
West Ham as they aim to upset the odds once 
more, though they have strengthened in key 

areas this summer. With a settled and 
competitive squad, the only real blow this 

summer has been a long-term injury 
sustained by mainstay left-back Cresswell.

As the season nears, West Ham’s struggles 
in the transfer market are well documented. 
The Hammers have thus far failed to land 
any of their primary striker targets, with Bilic 
keen to add at least one frontman to the 
squad to help in their pursuit of a European 
finish and a trophy. However, having held 
onto key assets so far this summer, the future 
remains bright for the Hammers.
 

Provided they can retain Payet’s services, having done so at the time 
of writing, they have the potential to enjoy a fine debut campaign 
following their move to the Olympic Stadium. Without a new striker 
though, given Carroll’s proneness to injury, they could struggle to 
take the next step to automatic progression to European football, 
particularly with their rivals investing so heavily this summer.

West Ham demanded a substantial fee 
for James Tomkins, though his exit leaves 
the Hammers somewhat short in defence. 
Comfortable at centre or right-back, his 
departure may be felt.
 

Injuries ensured right-back Byram struggled 
to have the desired effect following his 
January arrival from Leeds, with the 22-year 
old mustering just two starts following his 
switch. A lack of game time effected Byram’s 
attempts to settle, while Antonio’s form 
in the back four saw the youngster’s first 
team opportunities limited. However, a solid 
pre-season could land the promising 
defender a regular spot in the starting XI.

Alex Song’s loan switch to Rubin Kazan 
could also prove a blow to West Ham. He 
may have only started 8 league games, but 
his experience could have been crucial. 
The arrival of Havard Nordtveidt, though, 
covers his loss.

Gokhan Tore has arrived in east London with 
a reputation as something of a live wire on 
and off the field. He’s a player Bilic knows 
well from their time at Besiktas, with his 
dribbling ability his strongest asset.

Sofiane Feghouli’s switch to England further 
swells West Ham’s wide options with his 
final delivery a stand out trait. The Algerian 
was tracked by a number of teams so his 
capture could prove a coup.
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Starting with the obvious, when it comes to 
players under the age of 21 Dele Alli secured 

the highest WhoScored.com rating (7.35) in the 
Premier League last season. It will be intriguing 
to see how he can follow such a superb debut 

season with Spurs up, posting remarkable 
figures of 10 goals and 9 assists in his first 

top-flight campaign. Set to play a pivotal role 
under Pochettino once more, all eyes will be on 

Alli’s progress this season after an 
underwhelming showing at Euro 2016. His 
season ended in disappointment through 

suspension and the 20-year old certainly needs 
to improve on his discipline.

Opting for the teenager over teammate Martial 
here, Rashford will hope to build on an 

incredible start to life in the top tier of English 
football. Handed his chance to impress due to 
injury to the aforementioned Frenchman, the 

18-year old grabbed it with both hands and 
didn’t look back. Given his limited involvement 

the disappointment of England’s Euros 
campaign shouldn’t affect the youngster, who 

impressed in his fleeting appearances, and he’ll 
be aiming to win over new boss Mourinho. A 

completely different proposition to 
Ibrahimovic, the new United boss should utilise 

the variety he offers to prove that he does 
indeed give youth a chance.

One player that failed to convince Mourinho of 
his ability to make the step up to the first team 

last season was Ruben Loftus-Cheek, who 
Chelsea fans are eager to see move of under 
new boss Antonio Conte. Criticised for not 

keeping his position or concentration by the 
former Blues manager, if the midfielder can 
take on the Italian’s advice and adhere to his 

strict demands this could be a big season 
for the big man. You’d certainly struggle to 

find a more physically imposing 20-year old 
in the league, with Conte even suggesting 

Loftus-Cheek could be a useful option up front. 
Expect to see more of him 2016/17.

It’s telling that City have been sparingly linked 
with big name strikers this summer, despite 
the arrival of Pep Guardiola, and perhaps a 

consequence of the esteem in which the club 
hold Iheanacho. The 19-year old broke onto the 

scene last season and ended the campaign 
with 8 league goals despite starting just 7 of 

26 appearances. As a result no player boasted 
a better minutes per goal ratio, and the fact 

that the Nigerian international notched slightly 
more often than Aguero (every 94 mins) speaks 

volumes of his potential. With said goals 
coming from just 12 shots on target, Guardiola 

shouldn’t hesitate to utilise Iheanacho.

Arriving at Liverpool having signed for the 
club in January only to be loaned back to Red 
Star Belgrade, Grujic played a crucial part in 

the Serbian champions’ unbeaten campaign, 
so it’s fair to say he’s used to winning. Already 

capped at senior international level despite 
only turning 20 in April, Grujic’s pre-season 

performances could yet put him in the frame 
for more playing time than initially expected, 
particularly following the sale of Joe Allen. At 

6’3” he’s a real presence in midfield, capable of 
getting from box-to-box and arriving late in the 

penalty area having scored in each of his first 
two friendly outings for the Reds.

Beating a number of top-flight suitors to the 
signing of Lewis Cook, the former Leeds 

youngster is clearly keen for regular first team 
action and should see plenty of it at 

Bournemouth next season. A key player in a 
poor Whites side last time around, the 19-year 

old did enough to be named the Football 
League Young Player of the Year, following in 
the footsteps of the likes of Gareth Bale and 

latterly Dele Alli. If he could adapt half as well 
as the Spurs midfielder managed last season 
Cook should prove a real coup having led the 

way for Leeds in both tackles (92) and dribbles 
(51) in the previous campaign.

He may have been used relatively sparingly 
following his January signing from Birmingham 

last season, but we can expect to see plenty 
more of Demarai Gray in a Leicester shirt in the 
coming months. Whilst starting just one of 12 
league appearances for the Foxes the 20-year 

old wasn’t at all overawed by the growing 
pressure on the club during their title bid and 
will be aiming to compete for a starting berth, 
also helping to cover should Riyad Mahrez be 

prized away. A livewire from the left flank, Gray 
completed a dribble more often than any other 
player to make more than 10 appearances last 

season (every 14.8 mins).

While his signing may merely act as cover at 
the back initially, a long term injury to Per 

Mertesacker along with the Germans declining 
form could see Holding considered, 

competing to be first choice back-up with 
Calum Chambers. The former Bolton youngster 
faces a stark change in style from his time with 

the Championship’s bottom club last season 
but earned a promising reputation despite 

Wanderers’ woes. Displaying commendable 
composure at the back, the 20-year old reads 

the game well, with only three players 
averaging more interceptions per game in 

England’s second tier last season (3.3). 

When a 16-year old Oxford started the opening 
game of the campaign, helping West Ham to 
a shock win over Arsenal in Slaven Bilic’s first 

game in charge of the Hammers, it’s fair to say 
big things were expected. Having thrust the 

teenager into the limelight at such a young age, 
the Croatian was keen to manage expectations 

of a player that had only left school that 
summer. His reputation remains intact as a 

result, with a number of top clubs thought to 
be keeping an eye on the versatile youngster’s 

progress. If West Ham reach the Europa League 
proper this season we should see more of 

Oxford.

Only turning 17 in April, Leko made his first 
senior league appearance before his last 

birthday to become first player born in 1999 
to be handed a Premier League debut. The 

youngster made a real impression with his pace 
and directness on the ball and went on to start 

three matches before the end of the season, 
registering an assist in the last of those against 
Liverpool and completing 11 dribbles in just 271 
minutes of league action. He has subsequently 
signed his first three-year professional contract 

and will be a valuable asset to a Baggies side 
that can lack a spark in the final third.



Which summer signing to the Premier League ahead of last season secured 
the highest WhoScored.com rating?

Dimitri Payet 
Virgil van Dijk
N’Golo Kante
Kevin De Bruyne

Sadio Mane scored 15 goals in all competitions last season, but how many of 
those came against his new club Liverpool?

Two
Three
Four
Five

Zlatan Ibrahimovic scored 38 goals in Ligue 1 last season. Which two Premier 
League sides scored fewer in total?

Aston Villa and Norwich
Aston Villa and Crystal Palace
Norwich and West Bromwich Albion
Aston Villa and West Bromwich Albion

Which two summer signings were the only players to receive 3 red cards in 
Europe’s top 5 leagues last season?

Which player to have left the Premier League this summer (including 
relegated) picked up the highest WhoScored.com rating last season?

Graziano Pelle
Robbie Brady
Moussa Sissoko
Idrissa Gana

Only one Premier League player registered double figures for both goals and 
assists last season?

True
False

Which of the three promoted sides regained top-flight status with the best 
goal difference last season?

Which current Premier League side enters the new campaign on the longest 
winning streak from last season?

Southampton
Burnley
Arsenal
Leicester

How many Premier League sides will begin the campaign with a new 
manager?

Five
Six
Seven
Eight

Which team to avoid the drop last season conceded the most goals?

Bournemouth 
Sunderland
Stoke
Everton
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